Abstract. Let M be a Hubert manifold modeled on the separable Hubert space l2.
1. Let %(M) be the space of homeomorphisms of an «-manifold M with the c-o (compact-open) topology and let %il(M) be the subspace that is the identity on dM (the boundary of M). If M is compact, %(M) is locally contractible [Ce, Ed-Ki] and for n < 2, %(M) is an ANR (Absolute neighborhood retract) [An,Lu-Ma] , The main problem as yet unsettled is whether %ä(M) axe ANR's for n 3= 3. If the answer turns out to be affirmative, then they are Hubert manifolds [Ge, To] .
If M is noncompact, %(M) is locally contractible when supplied with the majorant topology (see §2) [Ce] . We consider here the space of homeomorphisms %(M) of a separable infinite dimensional space M and equip %(M) with either the c-o or majorant topology. If M is the Hubert cube Q -[-1,1]°°, %(Q) is known to be contractible [Re,Wo] . In general %(M) is locally contractible when M is a compact g-manifold [Ch] . A remarkable result of Ferry [Fe] and Toruñczyk [To] showed that %(M) is, in fact, an ANR.
Let M be a separable Hubert manifold modeled on the Hubert space l2. The function space, G(M), can be equipped with the c-o or majorant topology. Here the topology plays an important role since %(M) may fail to be locally contractible in the c-o topology. The following example illustrates that point. Example 1. We remove from the open interval (0,1) a sequence of disjoint open intervals which have their diameters tend to zero as they approach 1. Denote the resulting space by X. Let Y denote the space obtained by attaching circles to the end points in X as illustrated in the figure below. According to [We] , M = Y X l2 is a Hubert manifold. But, by switching the upper and lower half of smaller and smaller circles, we can obtain homeomorphisms which are contained in any neighborhood of the identity e (on M ) under the c-o topology yet clearly can not be deformed to e.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the homeomorphism spaces of Hubert manifold M under different topologies. Our main tool is the fibred homeomorphism extension theorem (Theorem 1) and our main applications and examples are contained in §3. The major effort of this paper is to give a proof of Theorem 1, and we will do that in § §4 and 5.
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t-~Q-O-(^^>-. 0 1 Figure 1 We are indebted to the valuable observations and comments by T. Dobrowolski, who contributes greatly in the final write up of §3.
2. Statement of main theorem. Let M denote a separable, complete, metric Hilbert manifold. Let (MX B", p, B") be the product bundle over the base space B" (n-ball). Denote the projection M X B" -» M by q. Let Mesh(/4) denote the (metric) diameter of a subset A in a metric space X. Here is our Fibred Homeomorphism Extension Theorem; the proof will be given in § §4 and 5. Remark. It is important to observe that if Mesh(qh({m) X B")) = 0, qh({m) X B") is a point {p). The lemma requires that qh'({m) X B") = {/?}.
3. Application to homeomorphism spaces. Throughout the following, M will denote a separable, complete, metric Hilbert manifold modeled on the Hilbert space l2 of all square summable real sequences. In fact (by [He] ) we assume that M is an open set in l2.
The majorant topology on the mapping space G(X, Y) is the topology where for any/ E G(X, Y), a fundamental neighborhood system of/consists of [N(f, ail)}, where °ll is any open cover of Y and N(f,%) = {gEG(X, Y):gis ^L-close to/}. g is ^L-close to / means that for every x EX, {f(x), g(x)} E U for some u E %. Alternatively, the majorant topology on metric spaces can also be defined as follows: For any / £ G(X, Y), a fundamental neighborhood system of/consists of {N$(f)}, where 5: Y -» (0, oo) is any map and
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark. In general,/: a -Gm(M) is not continuous.
Theorem 2. %cJl2) £ AE(91t).
Remark. This cannot in general be extended to Hilbert manifolds. A counterexample is given in Example 2 that follows.
Proof. To simplify notation, we denote Cc.0(/2) = G(M) and %c.0(l2) = %(M). Let A be a closed subset of a metric space X and let h: A -> %(M) be a given map. Using convex extension, the procedure of Dugundji [Du, p. 188] easily establishes that Q(M) E AE(91t). Here some explanation is needed. First, convex ball of any «-points set is always well defined in l2. Secondly, by Lemma 1 the convex extension yields a continuous function under (coarse) c-o topology.
Hence there is a map h: X -> Q(M) extending h. Our goal is to replace h by another extension H: X -* %(M).
For each x E X -A, let B(x) be an open (metric) ball in X -A with radius < {d(x, A), where d is a metric on X. Let % be a nbd-finite open covering of X -A such that the star of % refines the collection {B(x): x E X -A). For each u E %-, choose a point xu E % and associate a point au E A such that d(xu, au) < 2d(xu, A). Let {Xu} be a partition of unity subordinated on %.
We first replace h: X -6(M) by the map «': X ± 6(M) as follows:
It is clear that h' is well defined and under the c-o topology, is a continuous extension over A. Let K denote the nerve of % and let p: X -A -» K be the usual map into its nerves; that is, p(x) = S"eCîl Xu(x)u, where {u}u&Sll represents the vertices in K. Define q: K -» Q(M) by the formula that, for any y -1tuu £ K, 2tu= 1, q(y)(m) = 21uh(au)(m).
Clearly we have qp = h'. Our strategy is to replace q by another map q': K -» %(M) in such a way that q'p: X -A -> 'JC(M) can be extended to all X agreeing with hon A. Let K¿ denote the ¡th-skeleton of K. In the following we will define a sequence of maps r0, rx, r2,... such that r¡: K¡ -> %(M) and r¡ extends r¡_x over Kj_l. The map we wanted will be the limiting map on K = U K¡.
By hypothesis q(K0) E%(M). Define r0 by r0 = q \ K0. For any 1-simplex a £ A', and any m £ M, q(a)(m) is a convex segment in M (= /2). Let N(a, m) be an e-neighborhood about <7(a)(m), where e = 4 Mesh(g(a)(m)). Now fix any a £ A",, by Theorem 1 and by the fact that N(a, m) is a convex body, ¿7 |3o is homotopic to a map /-,: a -» 3C(M) by a homotopy q: a X f -Q(M) rel(3a) such that q(a X I)(m) C A^a, m) for any m £ M. Thus /-, | 3a = r0 \ da. In the c-o topology, the extension r, and the subsequent homotopy are continuous. Repeating this to every a E Kx we obtain a map rx: Kx -> 3i"(M) which is homotopic to ¿71 AT, by a homotopy g: AT, X / -» Q(M) rel(A"0) such that for any 1-simplex a, and for any m £ M, q(a X I)(m) C N(a, m).
By reparametrizing A we can use the homotopy q to obtain a new map qx: K -» S(M) with the property that for any a £ A and for any m EM, qx(a)(m) is contained in the e-neighborhood of q(a)(m) with e = {-Mesh^aXm)).
Replacing q by qx we can duplicate the above procedure to obtain a map r2: K2 -» 9C(Af) which extends r, over Kx and a map q2: K -> S(M) such that 
It is straightforward to verify that H is a desired extension of h. Example 2. %C.0(M) £ ANE(91t). Let M = y X l2 be given as in Example 1 and consider X -[0,1] and A = {0} U {1/«} C X Let 6, denote the /'th circle on T. Define a map A: ^4 -» %C_0(M) by «(1//) =/ X id, where/ is the homeomorphism on Y by interchanging the upper and lower circles of all c , j > /', and leaves the remaining space unchanged. Moreover, define «(0) = identity on M. Since any neighborhood of the identity in %C_0(M ) contains all but finitely many / X id, h is continuous (caution, h is not continuous when considering it from A into %m(M)). On the other hand, since any neighborhood A7 of 0 in A1 contains all but finitely many members of A (and the intervals between them), it is clear that h has no continuous extension to N.
The fact that h is not continuous when %(M) is given the majorant topology is important since the following theorem shows that if a map h: A -» %m(M) is continuous, then h has a continuous extension to a neighborhood of A into %c.0( M ).
Theorem 3. Given a closed set A in a metric space X and given a map h: A -> %m(M), there is a neighborhood N of A and a continuous extension h: N -* %C_0(M).
Remark. The extension is not valid in the space %m(M) (see Example 3 below). Proof. By Lemma 1 and the convex extension defined there, the usual procedure of Dugundji [Du, p. 188] easily implies that GC_0(M) E ANE(91t). Hence there is a neighborhood Ñ D A and a map h'". Ñ -» GC.0(M) extending h. Recall that by [He] we may assume M is an open set in l2. Let 0, T be open coverings of M consisting of convex sets such that each v E °Vis some e-neighborhood N(x, e) and that the collection [N(x, 3e)} is a star refinement of 0.
Since h: A -» %(M) is continuous in the majorant topology (this is where the majorant topology comes into play), we have, for each a E A, a neighborhood N(a) of a in Ñ such that for any m £ M, h'(N(a)(m)) E v for some u £ T. Denote N = Ua(EAN(a) E N. We wish to replace h'\N by another extension h: N -* %m(M). From here on the remaining argument mimics the proof of Theorem 2 word for word and therefore will be omitted.
Example 3. %m(l2) £ ANE(91t). This is a consequence of the following facts: The concept of/-assignment is quite essential in the proof of Theorem 1. It briefly says that each/-orbit is assigned an open neighborhood N(a) and that the size of N(a) varies continuously with a. It turns out that the collection (N(a)} can be assigned quite canonically if we consider, for instance, e-neighborhoods of Ia's in Y and where e depends continuously with the diameter of Ia. This turns out to be exactly the scheme we will employ later on. Proof. Lemma 2 is similar to the mapping replacement lemma in [Ch-Wo II] , with the exception of (5). To establish condition (5) of the lemma, we repeat the basic idea behind the original argument, which goes as follow.
By Theorem 2 of p. 263] there is a 2? "-preserving homeomorphism of M X B" onto (s X M) X B" sending f(A X I) into {0} X M X B" where 0 = (0,0,...) £ s. So, to simplify notation, we will replace M X B" by (s X M) X B" and assume f(A X î) E {0} X M X B". For each a E A -A0, let U(a) 3 a and V(a) E N(a) be associated coverings given by the definition of/-assignment. For each a E A -A0, Ia is contained in a box-like neighborhood R(a) X S(a) E V(a), where S(a) is an open set in M X B" and R(a) is a basic neighborhood in s of the form [I/;,,(-tA\a), tfa)). Since {a) X I is compact, we may assume f(U(a) X f) E {0} X 5(a). Let {W(a)} be a locally finite refinement of {U(a)} such that W(a) E U(a) for all a E A -A0 (we caution that W(a) may no longer contain a). ,t) ) and t,, = X(a, r)-p,(a)-i7-,«(a, t).
It is routine to check that g is a desired mapping for the lemma. In particular, to verify condition (5), we have g((a, t)) = ((/,),, m, b), where (a, t) E {a} X f. Each
/,. < /i,(a). Since a £ W(b) E U(b) for some W(b), g({a) X f) E K(a) E R(b) X 5(6) C V(b). By condition (2) of the hypothesis of /-assignment, V(b) E N(a). Hence g({a} XI) E N(a).
Lemma 3. There is a level-preserving imbedding f: M X f -> M X f such that for any t< l,f\MX {/} £ %(M) and f(M X {I}) is a closed Z-set in M X {1}.
Proof. By [An-Sc] , M is homeomorphic to M X s. So we may replace M by M X s. Note that pt~'( -1,1) = (-1,1) for t < 1 and p\~l(-1,1) = (-a, a). Hence g(MX s X {1}) = MX (~a,a)x X {1} and for / < 1, g | M X s X {t} is a homeomorphism. The closure of g(M X s X {1}) inMXiX {1} is K = MX [-a, a]00 X {1}. It is well known that
is a countable union of compact Z-sets inMXsX {1}. Soby [Ch-Wo II] there is a level-preserving homeomorphism h of (M X s) X I onto (M X s -K) X I. Let / = hg. Then/(M XjX {1}) is a closed Z-set in M X s X {1}./ is what we wanted.
Lemma 3 can be easily generalized to Let Nx(a') = O(m). We check readily that {^((aOJa'ertw.xs») is a ^'-assignment. It follows that there are neighborhoods U(a') ^ a', V(a') D {«',(a')}, such that U(a') C K(a') C A,(a') and for any b E U(a'), {h',(a')}, E V(a') C Nx(b).
By Theorem 1] there is a fibred isotopy X = {X,}: M X B" ^ M X B" (xel g(MQ X B")) such that A0 = identity, XX(BX) n h\(Bx) = 4> and {A,} is limited by {U(a')}. Composing {A7 '} with [h't] (one after the other) we obtain a homotopy Restricting {ju,} on A, we observe that (1) p0 and ux axe closed imbeddings of A into M X B", (2) p0(Ax) n px(Ax) = XX(BX) D «',(5,) = <¡>, (3) ju0(^) n (»,(>«) = A0 since jur I A0 = identity and (4) each ft(^ X/)fl(MX {b}) is a closed Z-set in A/ X {b}. Furthermore, for any a' E g(M X B"), {A,(a')}, C U(b) for some b. Hence {A,(a')}, C U(b) E V(b) E Nx(a'). It follows that {ii,(A,(a'))}r Ç Nx(a'). For aEAx, let a' = \ix (a) and N'(a) = Nx(a'). Then {/i,(a)}, C N'(a). We easily verify that {N'(a)} is a ju-assignment for p(Ax X I). By the Mapping Replacement Lemma (Lemma 2) we may further assume that /x(^4 X /) is closed, each p, is an imbedding such that p,(A) n pr(A) -A0 whenever / ^ r.
Step 2. The purpose is to straighten out {p,(A)} so that we can move p0(Ax) onto aX(AX) (rel A0) by an ambient fibre isotopy. The delicate details are for the purpose of keeping track of the size of the isotopy.
By virtue of [Ch-Wo II Since any two maps in s axe homotopic, by Theorem 5 ] p extends to a B"-preserving homeomorphism p of (0,1) X s X B" onto itself.
Step 3. The main idea now is to map v(A X {0}) onto v(A X {1}) (rel v(A0 X /)) via a /?"-preserving ambient isotopy on (0,1) X s X B". The delicate detail is to assure each fibre of the isotopy lives within its required neighborhood.
Let kx -pa and k = kxXxg. Since k(M0 X B") is closed and disjoint from v(Ax X /), we may require that /5(a) n k(M0 XB")= 0.
Let (S'(a)} be a locally finite refinement of {5(a)} such that 5'(a) C 5(a) for all a. Denote B'(a) = 1(a) X S'(a) (we caution that B'(a) may no longer contain p(a,0)). {k~](B'(a))}atEA¡ is a locally finite covering of Mx X 5""1 in Mx X B". Let Using the local finiteness of {5'(a)} and the box-like neighborhoods {B'(a)), it is straightforward to show that there are mappings qx, q2: s X B" -* (0,1) such that, for / = 1 and 2, (O) qx(x) *i q2(x) fox all x, (l)q¡(x) = J, whenever x E UaeA S'(a), and (2) tx(a) < qx(x) < j < Í + r(a) < q2(x) < t2(a), whenever x E S'( a ) for some a E A,.
Moreover, we require that (3) \qx(x\ q2(x)\ X {x} E k(L) whenever qx(x) < q2(x). (Condition (3) is to assure that the action takes place only in k(L).)
By well-known technique there is a (linear) s X B"-preserving isotopy <f>t: (0,1) X s X B" -(0,1) X s X B" such that <f>0 = identity, <f>, is the identity outside of k(L), <¡>x(v(a,0)) -v(a, 1) for all a E A and the motion of {(/>,} on each (0,1) X {x} E (0,1) X s X B" takes place in [qx(x), q2(x)] X {x).
Step 4. The goal is to verify that <bx induces the required homeomorphism h'. First we state three properties of </>,. = (m, b) E {m} X B". By
Step 3 above, 1(a) E kx(B'(a')) for some a'. So k(l(a)) E B'(a'). But (m, b) E 1(a), so k(m, b) = v(a,0) E B'(a') E B(a'). By (*) of Step 3,B(a') E Ñ(a). Hence k(l(a)) E B(a') E Ñ(a). By property (i)«/>,()t(/(a))) C Ñ(a). Since 1(a) is any radius of {m} X B", <bx(k({m] X B")) E Ñ(a).
Finally define A': M X B" -A/ X 5" by A' = g-'frf'<>,*:. We claim that A' is what we wanted for the lemma. (We must first point out that, although it is natural to define A' = k~ x<t>xk, it is not a correct choice since <bxk(M X B") may not contain in k(MXB").) Clearly A' |MX5"-i = A. Recall that h = kxXxg (Step 3) and Ai ' \g(M0xB") = identity. So for x E M0 X B", h'(x) = g-xkx-xé>x(k(x))=g^(kx-x(k(x))) = g-xXl-<kx-x(k(x)) = (kxXxg)-\k(x)) = k-](k(x)) = x.
Finally, for any m £ A/,, since <¡>xk({m) X B") E Ñ(a), where k~xv(a,0) E {m} X 5""1,
A'({m} X B") = g-%\$xk({m) X B")) C g-%\Ñ(a)) = g-\N'(a)) ( In the subsequent argument of the special case, the factor l/k in defining e(m) is irrelevant except to provide a technical data needed in the proof of Theorem 2. The important point is that N(m) (hence N^(m)) varies continuously with m. Thus there is a fibre homeomorphism h'^: MX B" -* MX B" satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 1. Let A' = H xhif. h' is what we wanted.
